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Τhe impact of measurement differences that follow continuous uniform 
distributions (CUDs) of different intensities on the performance of the 
Neural Network Identification Methodology for the distribution line and 
branch Line Length Approximation (NNIM-LLA) of the overhead low-
voltage broadband over powerlines (OV LV BPL) topologies has been 
assessed in [1]. When the αCUD values of the applied CUD measurement 
differences remain low and below 5dB, NNIM-LLA may internally and 
satisfactorily cope with the CUD measurement differences. However, 
when the αCUD values of CUD measurement differences exceed 
approximately 5dB, external countermeasure techniques against the 
measurement differences are required to be applied to the contaminated 
data prior to their handling by NNIM-LLA. In this companion paper, the 
impact of piecewise monotonic data approximation methods, such as 
L1PMA and L2WPMA of the literature, on the performance of NNIM-LLA 
of OV LV BPL topologies is assessed when CUD measurement 
differences of various αCUD values are applied. The key findings that are 
going to be discussed in this companion paper are: (i) The crucial role of 
the applied numbers of monotonic sections of the L1PMA and L2WPMA 
for the overall performance improvement of NNIM-LLA approximations 
as well as the dependence of the applied numbers of monotonic sections 
on the complexity of the examined OV LV BPL topology classes; and (ii) 
the performance comparison of the piecewise monotonic data 
approximation methods of this paper against the one of more elaborated 
versions of the default operation settings in order to reveal the most 
suitable countermeasure technique against the CUD measurement 
differences in OV LV BPL topologies. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The emerging smart grid that is the upgraded version of the traditional power grid 

is characterized by its intelligent IP-based communications network of two-way 

information flows, which may further support a plethora of broadband applications  

[1]-[10]. Among the communications solutions that can be integrated across the smart 

grid to support the two-way information flows, Broadband over Power Lines (BPL) 

networks exploit the available wired power grid infrastructure without the need for 

investing in extra networking cable across the entire equipment. The integration of the 

BPL networks with the other communications solutions of the smart grid is feasible 

through the installation and operation of the BPL wireline / wireless interfaces [4], [8], 

[11]. 

Deterministic Hybrid Model (DHM), which describes the BPL signal propagation 

and transmission across the topologies of the overhead low voltage (OV LV) BPL 

networks [12]-[20], has acted as the channel model basis while artificial intelligence (AI), 

machine learning (ML) and neural network (NN) features have been concatenated after it 

in [1]. Indeed, exploiting the available big data of the Topology Identification 

Methodology (TIM) BPL topology database for the OV LV BPL topologies of [21], [22] 

and AI - ML - NN functionalities, the neural network identification methodology for the 

distribution line and branch line length approximation (NNIM-LLA) has been proposed 

for the OV LV BPL topologies in [23] while its performance has been assessed in [1] 

when measurement differences of various intensities may occur. In fact, measurement 

differences between experimental and theoretical OV LV BPL topology channel 

attenuation values may be observed due to several practical reasons and “real” life 

conditions, as shown in [22], [24]. In accordance with [1], [22], [24]-[27], a typical 

scenario to take into account the measurement differences during the BPL topology 

channel attenuation analysis is their handling as error distributions, such as the 

Continuous Uniform Distributions (CUDs) of various amplitudes that are superimposed 

to the coupling scheme transfer function theoretical numerical results from DHM. In [1], 

NNIM-LLA has been deployed and benchmarked by exploiting the already knowledge 

and experience of [3], [23], namely: (i) the list of the indicative OV LV BPL topologies; 

(ii) default operation settings B of [23]; (iii) default operation settings C of [1]; (iv) the 

assumption of a priori knowledge of the number of branches of the examined indicative 

OV LV BPL topologies in each case (i.e. not-blind NNIM-LLA approximations); (v) the 

database representativeness, which is analyzed in [23] for the operation of NNIM-LLA; 

and (vi) the mechanism proposed in [1] against the unacceptable NNIM-LLA 

approximations of [23]. In accordance with [3], [23], Root-Mean-Square Deviation 

(RMSD) has been chosen as the performance metric so that the impact of the 

measurement differences on the NNIM-LLA approximation performance can be 

evaluated as well as the countermeasure techniques against them. In [1], it has been 

revealed that NNIM-LLA presents an inherent mitigation efficiency against CUD 

measurement differences of low aCUD values (i.e., aCUD values that remain lower than 

5dB). In contrast, CUD measurement differences of high aCUD values primarily affect the 

stability of the NNIM-LLA approximations in terms of their RMSD fluctuations rather 

than mean RMSD approximations. Also, the adoption of more elaborate default operation 

settings or representative TIM OV LV BPL topology database sets that are applied 

separately in each simulation case can significantly improve the stability of the 

approximations by reducing the RMSD approximation fluctuations but the total duration 
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time of NNIM-LLA significantly increases. In [1], it has been recognized that the search 

and the adoption of appropriate countermeasure techniques against measurement 

differences, such as: (i) smarter countermeasure techniques against measurement 

differences prior to the application of the NNIM-LLA module; and (ii) tailored-made and 

representative segments of the TIM OV LV BPL database that holds per case groups and 

not per examined case. Among the available countermeasure techniques against 

measurement differences prior to the application of the NNIM-LLA module, the 

piecewise monotonic data approximation methods are assessed in this companion paper 

so as to improve the performance of NNIM-LLA approximations in terms of the RMSD 

fluctuations, mean RMSD and the total duration time. 

From the literature, the application of piecewise monotonic data approximation 

methods, such as L1PMA and L2WPMA which have theoretically been presented and 

experimentally verified in [28]-[33], may successfully cope with the measurement 

differences. In accordance with [25], L1PMA and L2WPMA are formally categorized in 

the piecewise monotonic data approximations with predefined monotonic sections. 

L1PMA and L2WPMA have been proposed in [31]-[35] while their performance 

regarding the mitigation of measurement differences in transmission and distribution BPL 

networks has been assessed in [22], [24], [25], [27], [28], [36], [37] as output module 

after the DHM one. Already been identified in [22], [24], [25], [27], [36], the 

performance of L1PMA and L2WPMA mainly depends on the predefined number of 

monotonic sections while their best approximation performance against measurement 

differences is achieved when a specific number of monotonic sections can be identified 

and applied per measurement difference case. Acknowledging that the right selection of 

the number of monotonic sections plays the key role during the application of L1PMA and 

L2WPMA, the findings of [25], [27] concerning the adaptive number of monotonic 

sections during the operation of L1PMA and L2WPMA are going to be checked in this 

companion paper. Hence, the piecewise monotonic data approximation module 

(PMDAM), which consists of either L1PMA or L2WPMA, is concatenated after the 

DHM module but before the NNIM-LLA one in this companion paper. NNIM-LLA 

performance against CUD measurement differences is going to be assessed in terms of 

RMSD fluctuations, mean RMSD and total duration time when the PMDAM is added. 

Useful conclusions are expected through the comparison of RMSD fluctuations, mean 

RMSD and total duration time achieved by L1PMA and L2WPMA with the respective 

ones of [1], say, achieved by the application of default operation settings B (default 

operation settings basis) and default operation settings C. 

The rest of this companion paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly 

presents L1PMA and L2WPMA as well as their integration in the NNIM-LLA operation 

through the PMDAM and DHM. In Section 3, the numerical results regarding the impact 

of measurement differences on the approximation performance of NNIM-LLA are given. 

The mitigation role of the three scenarios against the CUD measurement differences is 

assessed in terms of the RMSD fluctuations, mean RMSD and NNIM-LLA total duration 

time. Section 4 concludes this companion paper. 

 

 

2. PMDAM 
 

 In this Section, the adoption of L1PMA and L2WPMA is detailed under the aegis 

of the PMDAM. As the PMDAM is considered as a countermeasure technique module 
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against the CUD measurement differences of [1], its location across the NNIM-LLA 

operation flowchart stands right after the theoretical coupling scheme channel transfer 

function results of DHM that are contaminated by CUD measurement differences (say, 

measured coupling scheme channel transfer function results) for given examined OV LV 

BPL topology. Depending on the applied piecewise monotonic data approximation 

method of PMDAM, PMDAM input is the aforementioned measured coupling scheme 

channel transfer function results while PMDAM output is the respective approximated 

coupling scheme channel transfer function results, which are ideally equal to the 

theoretical coupling scheme channel transfer function results of the examined OV LV 

BPL topology [22], [24], [25], [27], [28], [36]. Practically, instead of the measured 

coupling scheme channel transfer function results of the examined OV LV BPL 

topology, NNIM-LLA receives as input the respective approximated coupling scheme 

channel transfer function results without affecting the applied representative sets of the 

TIM OV LV BPL topology database and the operation of the MATLAB NN program of 

[38], [39], which programmatically supports the fully connected NN architecture of 

Figure 2 of [3] as well as the involved training, validation and testing phases. The 

efficient performance of piecewise monotonic data approximations entails lower RMSD 

fluctuations that ideally tend to zero. As the total duration time is concerned, the 

representative sets of the TIM OV LV BPL topology database are prepared per each 

examined case and the default operation settings B are assumed as the default operation 

settings basis, it is expected that the total duration time after the application of piecewise 

monotonic data approximation methods as countermeasure technique against the CUD 

measurement differences of [1] remains closer to the one after the application of default 

operation settings B rather than the one of default operation settings C. In the following 

two subsections, a brief presentation of L1PMA and L2WPMA is given. 

 

2.1 L1PMA 
 L1PMA is the first one of the two piecewise monotonic data approximations 

supported by PMDAM in this companion paper. L1PMA is going to exploit the 

piecewise monotonicity property of the theoretical coupling scheme channel transfer 

function results of DHM by decomposing the previous results into separate monotonous 

sections between their adjacent turning points (primary extrema) for given OV LV BPL 

topology [28], [32], [33], [36]. Aiming at minimizing the moduli sum of the CUD 

measurement differences, L1PMA is going to mitigate the uncorrelated measurement 

differences by neglecting the existence of few large ones [28]. A detailed analysis 

concerning the extensive application of L1PMA to transmission and distribution BPL 

networks is given in [22], [24], [25], [27], [28], [36], [40]. Already been reported for 

PMDAM, L1PMA receives as inputs the measured coupling scheme channel transfer 

function results of the examined OV LV BPL topology, the measurement frequencies and 

the number of monotonic sections (i.e., either user- or computer-defined) and gives as 

output the best fit of the measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer function results; say, 

the respective L1PMA approximated coupling scheme channel transfer function results. 

Note that the measurement frequencies and the findings concerning the applied number 

of monotonic sections, which have been presented in [40] and treat with the application 

of L1PMA to OV LV BPL topologies, are going to be exploited in this companion paper. 
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2.2 L2WPMA 
 L2PMA is the second one of the two piecewise monotonic data approximations 

supported by PMDAM in this companion paper. In accordance with [37] and similarly to 

L1PMA of Sec.2.1, L2WPMA is going to decompose the examined input data of the 

measured coupling scheme channel transfer function of the examined OV LV BPL 

topology into separate monotonous sections between its primary extrema [25], [35], [36]. 

Apart from the measured data, L2WPMA software receives as input the measurement 

frequencies and the number of monotonic sections, similarly to L1PMA, and gives as 

output a spline representation of the measured data. Conversely to L1PMA, L2WPMA 

focuses on the first divided of the input measured data by demanding the minimization of 

the weighted sum of the square of the measurement differences via the constraint of 

specific number of sign changes [25], [27], [35], [36]. The number of sign changes is 

equal to the number of monotonic sections minus one where the number of monotonic 

sections is either user- or computer-defined in a similar way to L1PMA. 

 

3. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 

 In this Section, the mitigation role of the piecewise monotonic data 

approximations, say, L1PMA and L2WPMA, against the CUD measurement differences 

of different intensities is investigated. In fact, the default operation settings that are 

adopted in this companion and remain almost identical to the ones of the original paper of 

[1] are initially detailed. The small differences in default operation settings B (basis) and 

default operation settings C are due to the restrictions in software use of L1PMA and 

L2WPMA. Then, the L1PMA and L2WPMA of different number of monotonic sections, 

in compliance with the findings of [25], [27], are deployed against the CUD measurement 

differences of different intensities. The results of the application of the piecewise 

monotonic data approximations of PMDAM of this companion paper are presented and 

discussed in terms of the RMSD approximation fluctuations and the total duration time of 

NNIM-LLA when are compared against the results produced by the simple application of 

the default operation settings B (basis) and default operation settings C. 

 

3.1 Default Operation Settings  
 According to [1], the default operation settings define the values of the maximum 

number of branches Nmax, the length spacing Ls for both the branch distance and the 

branch length, the maximum branch length Lb,max and the operation frequency range that 

are anyway essential factors for the five fields of TIM OV LV BPL topology database 

that are used during the operation of NNIM-LLA. As the maximum number of branches, 

the length spacing and the maximum branch length are concerned, these remain the same 

when the default operation settings B and C are applied in this companion paper. 

However, in order to comply with the requirement of the Fortran software that supports 

the piecewise monotonic data approximations of this companion paper [33], [35], small 

changes are required in the frequency range and the flat-fading subchannel frequency 

spacing; say, the BPL frequency range and flat-fading subchannel frequency spacing are 

assumed equal to 1-30MHz and 1MHz, respectively, in [25], [36]. To prevent the 

misunderstanding of the results of the following subsections with the results of the 

original paper, default operation settings B’ and C’ are denoted hereafter for the default 

operation settings B and C of [1], respectively.  
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 Except for the previous default operation settings, the following assumptions of 

[1] are also taken into account in this companion paper, namely: (i) The number of 

branches of the examined indicative OV LV BPL topologies (say, suburban and rural 

cases of Table 1 of [1]) is assumed to be known; (ii) the database representativeness, 

which is analyzed in [23] for the operation of NNIM-LLA, is assumed during the 

application of the default operation settings B’ and C’; (iii) the exclusion of the 

symmetrical OV LV BPL topologies from the OV LV BPL topology database so as not 

to disrupt the approximations due to the symmetry of BPL topologies described in [41], 

[42]; (iv) the inclusion of the examined suburban and rural cases into the TIM OV LV 

BPL topology database; and (v) the mechanism described in [1] for preventing the 

unacceptable NNIM-LLA approximations of [23] (i.e., at least one of the approximated 

distribution and branch line lengths is below zero given the fixed length of 1000m 

between the transmitting and receiving ends for all the applied OV LV BPL topologies). 

Finally, it should be noted that the default participation percentages of the three 

phases of NNIM-based methodologies of [3], [23], [38], [39] are assumed in this paper; 

say, training, validation and testing phases during the operation of NNIM-LLA are 

assumed to be equal to 70%, 15% and 15%, respectively. 

 

3.1.1 Default Operation Settings B’ 
 As the impact of CUD measurement differences on the performance of NNIM-

LLA is investigated, similarly to Table 6 of [1], in Table 1, given the amplitudes of 

coupling scheme channel transfer functions contaminated with measurements in dB for 

the suburban case, NNIM-LLA gives as output its respective approximations of the 

distribution and branch line lengths when various 𝑎CUD values of CUD measurements are 

assumed. Conversely to Table 6 of [1], note that one 1 × 𝑄 = 1 × (30 − 1) = 1 × 29 

measurement difference line vector for each 𝑎CUD value that ranges from 0dB to 20dB is 

superimposed to the amplitudes of the coupling scheme channel transfer functions of the 

suburban case for the respective NNIM-LLA approximation cases. Also, the best RMSD 

value between the approximated original and symmetrical OV LV topologies and the 

respective OV LV BPL topology are presented per 𝑎CUD value in Table 1. Table 2 is 

similar to Table 1 but for the rural case. Note that the same 21 × 29  measurement 

difference vector with Table 1 is here superimposed to the amplitudes of the coupling 

scheme channel transfer functions of the rural case for all the examined NNIM-LLA 

approximation cases. In Tables 1 and 2, the default operation settings B’ are applied 

when one hidden layer is assumed during the NNIM-LLA simulations, as analyzed in [1].  

 From Tables 1 and 2, the fluctuating RMSD value trend that is not directly 

correlated with the examined aCUD values, which has first been observed in [1], is also 

seen in this companion paper when different aCUD values for the CUD measurements are 

applied in the suburban and rural cases. Indeed, with reference to Table 1, the maximum 

RMSD difference between the best values for the suburban case is equal to 137.95m 

when one hidden layer is assumed and aCUD values range from 1dB to 20dB. As the rural 

case is concerned in Table 2, maximum RMSD difference between the best values is 

equal to 127.26m when one hidden layer is assumed and aCUD values range from 1dB to 

20dB. Note that the respective maximum RMSD difference of Tables 6 and 7 in [1] was 

equal to 157.10m.and 187.72m for the suburban and rural cases, respectively, when aCUD 

values range from 0dB to 20dB. Similarly to [1], the intrinsic mitigation characteristic of   
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Table 1 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the symmetrical approximations 

are reported in blue font color and the suburban case is included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology 

database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Suburban Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿3 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 𝐿b2 0] 

[500m 400m 100m 0m] 

[50m 10m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 𝐿3,NNIM−LLA 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿b2,NNIM−LLA 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

0 [36]4.46m 72.13m 213.41m 0m] 

[148.890m 147.42m 0m] 

166.91m 

1 [213.23m 731.29m 55.49m 0m] 

[171.73m 135.05m 0m] 

179.06m 

2 [405.62m 491.25m 103.13m 0m] 

[157.74m 147.86m 0m] 

82.68m 

3 [224.99m 717.42m 57.59m 0m] 

[169.55m 150.48m 0m] 

174.11m 

4 [213.40m 736.27m 50.33m 0m] 

[157.45m 120.47m 0m] 

177.86m 

5 [721.98m 65.59m 212.43m 0m] 

[147.66m 137.09m 0m] 

168.79m 

6 [706.71m 80.54m 212.75m 0m] 

[164.17m 172.26m 0m] 

167.70m 

7 [147.59m 830.84m 21.53m 0m] 

[143.29m 136.76m 0m] 

220.63m 

8 [744.82m 33.54m 221.64m 0m] 

[162.64m 151.99m 0m] 

185.88m 

9 [700.03m 103.25m 196.72m 0m] 

[156.13m 147.66m 0m] 

154.75m 

10 [701.72m 97.38m 200.90m 0m] 

[135.33m 141.61m 0m] 

154.48m 

11 [666.52m 134.99m 198.50m 0m] 

[152.01m 141.36m 0m] 

139.04m 

12 [618.06m 201.75m 180.19m 0m] 

[161.76m 153.20m 0m] 

115.06m 

13 [231.12m 708.62m 60.26m 0m] 

[158.41m 129.19m 0m] 

166.94m 

14 [708.95m 83.73m 0m] 

[151.95m 153.28m 0m] 

163.06m 

15 [267.66m 159.70m 174.12m 0m] 

[301.11m 165.48m 0m] 

170.90m 

16 [690.06m 118.57m 191.37m 0m] 

[132.96m 149.55m 0m] 

146.40m 

17 [162.82m 818.26m 18.85m 0m] 

[127.85m 128.08m 0m] 

212.21m 

18 [677.14m 132.21m 190.65m 0m] 

[145.84m 144.05m 0m] 

140.64m 

19 [36]9.34m 64.14m 216.52m 0m] 

[158.07m 139.60m 0m] 

170.28m 
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20 [214.14m 739.62m 46.24m 0m] 

[166.20m 141.49m 0m] 

181.56m 

 

 

 
Table 2 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the symmetrical approximations 

are reported in blue font color and the rural case is included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Rural Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 0 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 0 0] 

[600m 400m 0m 0m] 

[300m 0m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA = [𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA = [𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

0 [36]1.15m 288.85m 0m 0m] 

[167.16m 0m 0m] 

77.78m 

1 [700.35m 299.69m 0m 0m] 

[18.16m 0m 0m] 

119.26m 

2 [628.82m 255.02m 0m 0m] 

[320.21m 0m 0m] 

56.39m 

3 [732.97m 267.31m 0m 0m] 

[157.15m 0m 0m] 

89.20m 

4 [582.56m 417.44m 0m 0m] 

[29.11m 0m 0m] 

102.81m 

5 [678.36m 320.46m 0m 0m] 

[135.46m 0m 0m] 

75.16m 

6 [824.04m 382.54m 0m 0m] 

[181.65m 0m 0m] 

96.00m 

7 [548.71m 318.94m 0m 0m] 

[62.44m 0m 0m] 

96.83m 

8 [635.77m 281.28m 0m 0m] 

[80.30m 0m 0m] 

95.35m 

9 [780.97m 218.95m 0m 0m] 

[356.41m 0m 0m] 

99.08m 

10 [630.51m 346.01m 0m 0m] 

[483.88m 0m 0m] 

73.35m 

11 [888.77m 119.76m 0m 0m] 

[193.03m 0m 0m] 

157.37m 

12 [700.03m 300.01m 0m 0m] 

[208.74m 0m 0m] 

63.62m 

13 [748.51m 251.49m 0m 0m] 

[106.72m 0m 0m] 

107.88m 

14 [700.61m 275.78m 0m 0m] 

[143.78m 0m 0m] 

84.48m 

15 [741.43m 258.36m 0m 0m] 

[158.01m 0m 0m] 

92.76m 

16 [904.25m 95.90m 0m 0m] 

[74.08m 0m 0m] 

183.65m 

17 [720.42m 512.40m 0m 0m] 

[309.69m 0m 0m] 

62.37m 
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18 [800.02m 223.20m 0m 0m] 

[158.85m 0m 0m] 

114.14m 

19 [524.16m 507.58m 0m 0m] 

[614.82m 0m 0m] 

128.97m 

20 [737.50m 262.50m 0m 0m] 

[150.00m 0m 0m] 

92.82m 

 

NNIM-LLA against the measurement differences is more affected by the TIM OV LV 

BPL topology database representativeness in terms of the topology characteristics rather  

than the accuracy of the assumed frequency range. The latter observation is verified by 

the comparable maximum RMSD differences between the best values when the two 

different frequency range of 3-88MHz of [1] and 1-30MHz of this companion paper are 

assumed for the suburban and rural cases of Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As the mean 

RMSD values of Tables 1 and 2 are concerned for the aCUD values that range from 1dB to 

20dB, these are equal to 163.60m and 99.57m for the suburban and rural case, 

respectively. Note that the total duration time for preparing both Tables 1 and 2 is equal 

to 1,342s for the default operation settings B’ of the frequency range of 1-30MHz while 

the respective total duration time for the default operation settings B of the frequency 

range of 3-88MHz was equal to 3,505s as reported in [1]. The previous total duration 

time difference is mainly due to the operation of the MATLAB NN program of [38], [39] 

that programmatically supports the fully connected NN architecture of NNIM-LLA as 

well as the involved training, validation and testing phases. 

 

3.1.2 Default Operation Settings C’ 
 In accordance with [1], the higher accuracy degree of the TIM OV LV BPL 

topology database, which is affected by the adoption of the default operation settings C, 

has significantly improved the RMSD fluctuations by reducing the maximum RMSD 

differences of the NNIM-LLA approximations when the aCUD values range from 1dB to 

20dB. Also, the default operation settings C has slightly improved mean RMSD values 

for given examined indicative OV LV BPL topology. But the adoption of the default 

operation settings C entailed higher duration times of NNIM-LLA in [1] when the 

preparation of the TIM OV LV BPL topology database is made from the beginning in 

each examined case. 

 Similarly to Table 1, NNIM-LLA gives approximations of the distribution and 

branch line lengths in Table 4 when the default operation settings C’ are adopted and the 

same 𝑎CUD  values of CUD measurements of Table 1 are assumed. The same 21 × 29 

measurement difference vector with Tables 1 and 2 is here superimposed to the 

amplitudes of the coupling scheme channel transfer functions of the suburban case for all 

the 21 NNIM-LLA approximation cases. Similarly to Table 1, the best RMSD value 

between the approximated original and symmetrical OV LV topologies and the respective 

OV LV BPL topology are presented per 𝑎CUD value in Table 3. Table 4 is similar to 

Table 3 but for the rural case.  
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Table 3 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case and Default 

Operation Settings C’ for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the symmetrical approximations 

are reported in blue font color and the suburban case is included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology 

database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Suburban Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿3 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 𝐿b2 0] 

[500m 400m 100m 0m] 

[50m 10m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 𝐿3,NNIM−LLA 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿b2,NNIM−LLA 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

C’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

0 [627.845m 189.99m 182.16m 0m] 

[147.73m 140.07m 0m] 

115.68m 

1 [573.93m 265.68m 160.39m 0m] 

[158.32m 147.37m 0m] 

90.83m 

2 [630.92m 189.36m 179.72m 0m] 

[148.02m 139.35m 0m] 

116.01m 

3 [567.68m 270.96m 161.36m 0m] 

[156.08m 149.47m 0m] 

89.20m 

4 [234.82m 724.03m 41.16m 0m] 

[125.29m 111.39m 0m] 

166.79m 

5 [303.84m 620.03m 76.12m 0m] 

[135.79m 127.45m 0m] 

124.57m 

6 [567.25m 272.78m 159.97m 0m] 

[157.14m 149.64m 0m] 

88.87m 

7 [571.01m 266.27m 162.71m 0m] 

[156.06m 146.84m 0m] 

90.10m 

8 [223.63m 731.26m 45.11m 0m] 

[168.40m 159.68m 0m] 

179.50m 

9 [575.78m 259.46m 164.76m 0m] 

[148.27m 138.48m 0m] 

89.33m 

10 [239.14m 711.14m 49.72m 0m] 

[128.35m 122.70m 0m] 

163.11m 

11 [569.29m 266.80m 163.91m 0m] 

[156.69m 148.66m 0m] 

90.43m 

12 [567.31m 272.21m 160.48m 0m] 

[157.04m 149.03m 0m] 

88.89m 

13 [569.82m 269.94m 160.24m 0m] 

[159.05m 150.65m 0m] 

90.31m 

14 [572.51m 263.54m 163.95m 0m] 

[153.36m 144.36m 0m] 

90.00m 

15 [272.11m 665.07m 62.82m 0m] 

[126.67m 117.14m 0m] 

141.89m 

16 [629.36m 189.32m 181.31m 0m] 

[146.02m 142.22m 0m] 

116.15m 

17 [569.76m 269.09m 161.15m 0m] 

[157.22m 149.08m 0m] 

89.91m 

18 [566.49m 273.58m 159.93m 0m] 

[156.31m 149.37m 0m] 

88.42m 

19 [632.95m 188.14m 178.91m 0m] 

[147.73m 142.46m 0m] 

117.03m 
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20 [210.58m 743.53m 45.89m 0m] 

[145.86m 130.88m 0m] 

180.68m 

 

 
Table 4 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case and Default 

Operation Settings C’ for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the symmetrical approximations 

are reported in blue font color and the rural case is included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Rural Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 0 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 0 0] 

[600m 400m 0m 0m] 

[300m 0m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA = [𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA = [𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

C’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

0 [726.55m 251.36m 0m 0m] 

[108.88m 0m 0m] 

103.26m 

1 [748.48m 251.54m 0m 0m] 

[346.36m 0m 0m] 

81.27m 

2 [793.83m 206.16m 0m 0m] 

[202.98m 0m 0m] 

109.91m 

3 [767.26m 246.89m 0m 0m] 

[154.48m 0m 0m] 

101.84m 

4 [735.21m 277.30m 0m 0m] 

[116.69m 0m 0m] 

97.79m 

5 [373.28m 605.60m 0m 0m] 

[16.22m 0m 0m] 

157.75m 

6 [730.68m 269.01m 0m 0m] 

[180.13m 0m 0m] 

83.33m 

7 [772.27m 227.73m 0m 0m] 

[204.96m 0m 0m] 

98.84m 

8 [627.09m 421.38m 0m 0m] 

[155.14m 0m 0m] 

56.29m 

9 [694.73m 302.17m 0m 0m] 

[175.22m 0m 0m] 

69.81m 

10 [706.80m 296.86m 0m 0m] 

[157.79m 0m 0m] 

77.705m 

11 [733.03m 266.97m 0m 0m] 

[41.41m 0m 0m] 

120.87m 

12 [795.07m 204.92m 0m 0m] 

[339.34m 0m 0m] 

105.33m 

13 [788.62m 206.09m 0m 0m] 

[162.14m 0m 0m] 

114.76m 

14 [605.60m 373.28m 0m 0m] 

[16.22m 0m 0m] 

107.75m 

15 [654.23m 374.86m 0m 0m] 

[149.29m 0m 0m] 

61.28m 

16 [764.86m 235.14m 0m 0m] 

[125.68m 0m 0m] 

110.03m 

17 [674.54m 276.29m 0m 0m] 

[53.44m 0m 0m] 

108.00m 
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18 [27]2.63m 317.37m 0m 0m] 

[441.75m 0m 0m] 

69.44m 

19 [877.89m 276.24m 0m 0m] 

[191.15m 0m 0m] 

122.12m 

20 [737.27m 258.02m 0m 0m] 

[152.23m 0m 0m] 

93.22m 

 

 

 According to [1], the adoption of default operation settings that create more 

elaborate versions of the TIM OV LV BPL topology database, such as the default 

operation settings C’ of this Section against the default operation settings B’ of Sec.3.1.1, 

improves the NNIM-LLA approximation performance but the preparation of the TIM OV 

LV BPL topology database, which is assumed in [1] and this companion paper, entails 

prohibitive total duration times when even more elaborate default operation settings need 

to be assumed. With reference to Table 3, the maximum RMSD difference between the 

best values for the suburban case is equal to 92.26m when the default operation settings 

C’ are applied, one hidden layer is assumed and aCUD values range from 1dB to 20dB 

while the respective maximum RMSD difference between the best values is equal to 

137.95m when the default operation settings B’ has been applied in Table 1. Similarly to 

the suburban case, as the rural case is concerned in Table 4, maximum RMSD difference 

between the best values is equal to 93.71m when the default operation settings C’ are 

applied, one hidden layer is assumed and aCUD values range from 1dB to 20dB while the 

respective maximum RMSD difference between the best values is equal to 127.26m 

when the default operation settings B’ has been applied in Table 2. Apart from the 

maximum RMSD difference between the best values, the default operation settings C’ 

also improve the mean RMSD metrics; say, the mean RMSDs between the best values for 

the suburban case of Table 3 and rural case of Table 4 are equal to 114.60m and 96.98m, 

respectively, when the default operation settings C’ are applied, one hidden layer is 

assumed and aCUD values range from 1dB to 20dB while the respective mean RMSDs of 

Tables 1 and 2 are equal to 163.60m and 99.57m when the default operation settings B’ 

has been applied. Therefore, it is evident that the adoption of more elaborate default 

operation settings is a fine countermeasure technique against the measurement 

differences of various aCUD values that anyway enhances the intrinsic mitigation 

characteristics of NNIM-LLA. However, the slight positive impact of the elaborate 

default operation settings on the RMSD metrics is explained by the representativeness of 

the OV LV BPL topologies in the TIM OV LV BPL topology databases that remains 

unaffected either in the suburban case or in rural one [1], [3], [23]. Note that the total 

duration time for preparing both Tables 3 and 4 is equal to 10,048s for the default 

operation settings C’ of the frequency range of 1-30MHz while the respective total 

duration time for the default operation settings C of the frequency range of 3-88MHz was 

equal to 29,364s as reported in [1]. Again, similarly to the default operation settings C 

and B of [1], the total duration time for preparing both Tables 3 and 4 is increased by 

approximately three times in comparison with the total duration time for preparing both 

Tables 1 and 2 and this is clearly due to the operation of the NNIM-LLA as well as the 

involved training, validation and testing phases. 
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3.2 L1PMA and L2WPMA of PMDAM 
 Already been identified in [22], [24], [25], [27], [36], the mitigation performance 

of L1PMA and L2WPMA against measurement differences mainly depends on the 

predefined number of monotonic sections. In accordance with [25], [27], different 

numbers of monotonic sections can be applied depending on the examined BPL topology 

class and the applied aCUD value when deterministic and statistic systems are examined. 

Here, the mitigation performance of L1PMA and L2WPMA against measurement 

differences is assessed when the measurement differences of various aCUD values are 

applied and default operation settings B’ are assumed but PMDAM, which consists of 

piecewise monotonic data approximations, precedes the NNIM-LLA module. Except for 

the mitigation performance, the total duration time of the integration of the default 

operation settings B’, PMDAM and NNIM-LLA is compared against the total duration 

time of the operation of the default operation settings C’ and NNIM-LLA. 

 As the effect of the number of monotonic sections is investigated in L1PMA, in 

Table 5, the maximum RMSD difference between the best values and mean RMSD for 

the suburban case is reported per monotonic section, which ranges from 1 to 20, when 

L1PMA is applied and aCUD values of measurement differences range from 1dB to 20dB. 

In Table 6, similar approximation performance metrics are given but for the rural case. 

Note that the same measurement difference vector with Tables 1 and 2 is here 

superimposed to the amplitudes of the coupling scheme channel transfer functions of the 

suburban and rural cases for all the NNIM-LLA approximation cases. Apart from the 

aforementioned approximation performance metrics, for comparison reason, the 

maximum RMSD difference between the best values and mean RMSD are reported when 

the default operation settings B’ and C’ are applied in each examined case. 

 In Tables 5 and 6, the maximum RMSD difference between the best values and 

the mean RMSD that are lower than the respective values of the default operation settings 

B’ per case are shown in green color while the cases with the lowest maximum RMSD 

difference between the best values are highlighted in yellow color. As the suburban case 

of Table 5 is concerned, L1PMA mainly helps towards the improvement of mean RMSD 

rather than of the maximum RMSD difference between the best values while the opposite 

holds in the rural case of Table 6. In accordance with [25], [27], the careful selection of 

the number of monotonic sections is critical for achieving the measurement difference 

mitigation and this number primarily depends on the examined BPL topology 

complexity; say, for the suburban and rural cases, 20 and 6 monotonic sections have been 

respectively applied in [25], [27]. Due to the higher complexity of the suburban case 

concerning the number of the branches, higher number of monotonic sections is here 

required in contrast with the rural case. Indeed, with reference to Tables 5 and 6, 10 and 6 

monotonic sections achieve the lowest maximum RMSD difference between the best 

values for the suburban and rural case, respectively; the previous values for the 

monotonic sections agree with the concept presented in [25], [27]. 
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Table 5 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different L1PMA Numbers of Monotonic Sections when 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements range from 1dB to 20dB 

L1PMA 

Number 

of 

Monotonic 

Sections 

Maximum RMSD Difference between the 

Best Values 

(m) 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 137.95m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 92.26m) 

Mean RMSD 

(m)  

 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 163.60m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 114.60m) 

1 209.74 166.42 

2 213.38 163.84 

3 133.41 164.72 

4 186.07 180.41 

5 186.82 153.33 

6 146.45 173.01 

7 335.68 156.29 

8 202.05 147.61 

9 217.04 159.22 

10 132.31 158.89 

11 193.60 163.39 

12 143.01 165.39 

13 174.36 158.81 

14 188.72 150.15 

15 170.42 164.38 

16 550.68 203.93 

17 191.52 148.08 

18 190.31 155.58 

19 148.37 157.85 

20 180.33 166.42 

 

 

 

Table 6 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different L1PMA Numbers of Monotonic Sections when 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements range from 1dB to 20dB 

L1PMA 

Number 

of 

Monotonic 

Sections 

Maximum RMSD Difference between the 

Best Values 

(m) 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 127.26m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 93.71m) 

Mean RMSD 

(m)  

 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 99.57m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 96.98m) 

1 100.24 95.82 

2 116.38 97.78 

3 252.16 100.47 

4 178.65 106.13 

5 237.15 89.21 

6 94.16 101.73 

7 128.24 101.48 

8 217.56 105.02 

9 189.85 99.59 

10 224.98 115.85 
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11 98.55 102.35 

12 120.74 90.33 

13 145.04 87.71 

14 181.69 103.53 

15 145.69 98.98 

16 181.15 104.00 

17 120.28 103.75 

18 116.41 104.33 

19 114.11 93.58 

20 144.43 95.82 

 

Similarly to Tables 1 and 3, NNIM-LLA gives approximations of the distribution 

and branch line lengths of the suburban case in Table 7 when the default operation 

settings B’ are adopted, L1PMA of PMDAM with 10 monotonic sections is activated 

prior to the NNIM-LLA and the same 𝑎CUD values of CUD measurements of Tables 1 

and 3 are assumed. Also, the best RMSD value between the approximated original and 

symmetrical OV LV topologies and the respective OV LV BPL suburban topology are 

presented per 𝑎CUD  value. Table 8 is similar to Table 7 but for the rural case when 

L1PMA of PMDAM with 6 monotonic sections is activated. 

 From Tables 7 and 8, it is verified that the L1PMA application may allow better 

mitigation performance of the measurement differences in comparison with the 

performance of only applying default operation settings B’ but a careful selection of 

monotonic sections is required, which is anyway a difficult task when NN algorithms 

follow the PMDAM operation. Conversely, the L1PMA application does not achieve 

better mitigation performance of the measurement differences in comparison with the 

performance of only applying default operation settings C’. But, it should be noted that 

the total duration time for preparing both Tables 7 and 8 is equal to 1416s when L1PMA 

and default operation settings B’ are adopted that is anyway significantly lower than 

10,048s of preparing the respective Tables 3 and 4 when the default operation settings C’ 

are adopted. 
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Table 7 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case, Default 

Operation Settings B’ and L1PMA of 10 Monotonic Sections for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements (the symmetrical approximations are reported in blue font color and the suburban case is 

included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Suburban Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿3 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 𝐿b2 0] 

[500m 400m 100m 0m] 

[50m 10m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 𝐿3,NNIM−LLA 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿b2,NNIM−LLA 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

+L1PMA 

(10 

monotonic 

sections) 

0 [36]1.25m 92.91m 195.84m 0m] 

[146.14m 139.60m 0m] 

157.73m 

1 [721.59m 70.38m 208.02m 0m] 

[168.39m 171.17m 0m] 

172.96m 

2 [36]6.27m 78.62m 205.11m 0m] 

[151.49m 148.70m 0m] 

165.03m 

3 [750.48m 34.69m 214.82m 0m] 

[151.82m 149.2m 0m] 

184.82m 

4 [700.04m 99.81m 200.14m 0m] 

[143.47m 141.51m 0m] 

154.08m 

5 [701.93m 100.58m 197.49m 0m] 

[139.43m 143.54m 0m] 

153.89m 

6 [36]7.19m 71.79m 211.02m 0m] 

[145.24m 154.62m 0m] 

167.84m 

7 [211.77m 728.54m 59.69m 0m] 

[155.44m 152.73m 0m] 

178.94m 

8 [36]4.05m 37.94m 248.01m 0m] 

[34.47m 54.02m 0m] 

169.45m 

9 [731.75m 59.54m 208.71m 0m] 

[156.03m 157.09m 0m] 

174.98m 

10 [223.17m 724.06m 52.79m 0m] 

[155.63m 139.29m 0m] 

173.93m 

11 [27]3.94m 70.41m 245.12m 0m] 

[117.71m 127.27m 0m] 

161.18m 

12 [709.64m 85.87m 204.49m 0m] 

[148.06m 147.70m 0m] 

161.30m 

13 [225.25m 723.82m 50.92m 0m] 

[173.68m 145.01m 0m] 

175.78m 

14 [27]9.01m 97.95m 213.04m 0m] 

[189.25m 197.95m 0m] 

166.67m 

15 [265.06m 658.55m 76.39m 0m] 

[143.67m 126.54m 0m] 

143.90m 

16 [36]7.72m 56.28m 225.99m 0m] 

[65.79m 67.21m 0m] 

162.54m 

17 [215.08m 738.84m 46.08m 0m] 

[153.77m 122.19m 0m] 

178.19m 

18 [448.78m 434.41m 116.81m 0m] 

[192.89m 185.16m 0m] 

88.79m 

19 [477.56m 376.06m 146.39m 0m] 

[132.08m 118.15m 0m] 

55.63m 
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20 [200.05m 754.74m 45.21m 0m] 

[170.11m 128.41m 0m] 

187.94m 

 
Table 8 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case, Default Operation 

Settings B’ and L1PMA of 6 Monotonic Sections for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the 

symmetrical approximations are reported in blue font color and the rural case is included in the TIM OV 

LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Rural Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 0 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 0 0] 

[600m 400m 0m 0m] 

[300m 0m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA = [𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings 

B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

+L1PMA 

(6 

monotonic 

sections) 

0 [567.23m 340.47m 0m] 

[43.93m 0m 0m] 

100.14m 

1 [901.25m 174.66m 0m 0m] 

[219.91m 0m 0m] 

145.38m 

2 [799.60m 200.49m 0m 0m] 

[2.95m 0m 0m] 

154.87m 

3 [658.73m 339.81m 0m 0m] 

[128.19m 0m 0m] 

72.30m 

4 [777.12m 246.59m 0m 0m] 

[167.58m 0m 0m] 

101.73m 

5 [730.17m 287.42m 0m 0m] 

[186.08m 0m 0m] 

78.01m 

6 [742.86m 257.14m 0m 0m] 

[142.86m 0m 0m] 

96.74m 

7 [814.28m 185.72m 0m 0m] 

[157.14m 0m 0m] 

126.63m 

8 [640.86m 363.36m 0m 0m] 

[127.33m 0m 0m] 

68.48m 

9 [661.92m 420.99m 0m 0m] 

[113.90m 0m 0m] 

74.55m 

10 [889.51m 149.91m 0m 0m] 

[190.40m 0m 0m] 

150.41m 

11 [694.01m 293.40m 0m 0m] 

[225.18m 0m 0m] 

60.71m 

12 [709.27m 260.91m 0m 0m] 

[187.81m 0m 0m] 

79.17m 

13 [815.67m 184.49m 0m 0m] 

[81.02m 0m 0m] 

141.88m 

14 [743.26m 249.32m 0m 0m] 

[59.21m 0m 0m] 

120.24m 

15 [707.03m 354.37m 0m 0m] 

[130.14m 0m 0m] 

77.82m 

16 [704.34m 303.33m 0m 0m] 

[122.22m 0m 0m] 

86.05m 

17 [779.61m 217.71m 0m 0m] 

[183.32m 0m 0m] 

106.30m 
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18 [743.38m 192.28m 0m 0m] 

[219.24m 0m 0m] 

100.17m 

19 [772.08m 216.12m 0m 0m] 

[138.79m 0m 0m] 

113.02m 

20 [750.02m 250.11m 0m 0m] 

[298.27m 0m 0m] 

80.16m 

 

 As L2WPMA of PMDAM is concerned, similarly to Table 5 of L1PMA, in 

Tables 9, the maximum RMSD difference between the best values and mean RMSD for 

the suburban case is reported per monotonic section, which ranges from 1 to 20, when 

L2WPMA and default operation settings B’ are applied and aCUD values of measurement 

differences range from 1dB to 20dB. Similarly to Table 6 of L1PMA, in Table 10, similar 

approximation performance metrics are given but for the rural case when L2WPMA and 

default operation settings B’ are applied. Similarly to Tables 6 and 7, the maximum 

RMSD difference between the best values and the mean RMSD that are lower than the 

respective values of the default operation settings B’ per case are shown in green color 

while the cases with the lowest maximum RMSD difference between the best values are 

highlighted in yellow color in Tables 9 and 10. 

 

 
Table 9 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different L2WPMA Numbers of Monotonic Sections when 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements range from 1dB to 20dB 

L1PMA 

Number 

of 

Monotonic 

Sections 

Maximum RMSD Difference between the 

Best Values 

(m) 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 137.95m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 92.26m) 

Mean RMSD 

(m)  

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 

163.60m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 

114.60m) 

1 238.68 161.43 

2 133.91 166.17 

3 166.44 150.33 

4 503.18 165.03 

5 179.32 161.39 

6 153.12 169.48 

7 166.76 166.20 

8 112.38 150.10 

9 112.74 156.24 

10 140.70 179.77 

11 178.16 159.96 

12 53.48 173.48 

13 248.88 169.05 

14 141.12 169.79 

15 181.97 163.25 

16 213.50 156.58 

17 156.26 185.69 

18 102.97 166.37 

19 137.95 170.37 

20 111.46 161.43 
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Table 10 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case and Default 

Operation Settings B’ for Different L2WPMA Numbers of Monotonic Sections when 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements range from 1dB to 20dB 

L1PMA 

Number 

of 

Monotonic 

Sections 

Maximum RMSD Difference between the 

Best Values 

(m) 

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 127.26m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 93.71m) 

Mean RMSD 

(m)  

 

(Default Operation Settings B’: 99.57m) 

(Default Operation Settings C’: 96.98m) 

1 142.50 79.87 

2 189.54 115.42 

3 135.63 110.10 

4 317.46 109.18 

5 94.38 108.50 

6 187.90 115.80 

7 187.20 113.90 

8 164.55 89.29 

9 147.96 100.75 

10 235.47 105.82 

11 171.38 109.40 

12 117.72 109.60 

13 162.39 125.97 

14 872.65 147.28 

15 233.67 125.19 

16 219.60 92.21 

17 127.40 106.80 

18 128.80 88.18 

19 127.26 99.68 

20 98.61 79.87 

 

 In Table 9 where the suburban case is investigated, L2WPMA helps towards the 

improvement of either the maximum RMSD difference between the best values (i.e. 7 out 

of 20 cases examined) or the mean RMSD (i.e. 9 out of 20 cases examined) when the 

careful selection of monotonic sections is made. Actually, in 3 examined cases of Table 

9, the application of L2WPMA achieves to improve both the maximum RMSD difference 

between the best values and the mean RMSD. Similar performance results are observed 

in the rural case of Table 10. As the numbers of monotonic sections with the lowest 

maximum RMSD difference between the best values, 12 and 5 monotonic sections are 

concerned for the suburban and rural cases, respectively, while 20 and 6 monotonic 

sections have been respectively applied in [25], [27]. Already been mentioned and 

identified in [25], [27], L1PMA and L2WPMA are both piecewise monotonic data 

approximations and components of the PMDAM that present similar behavior concerning 

the selection of the monotonic sections per examined OV LV BPL topology despite their 

theoretical definition differences; say, higher numbers of monotonic sections are 

expected when OV LV BPL topologies of more and shorter branches are encountered.  

Similarly to Tables 7 and 8, NNIM-LLA gives approximations of the distribution 

and branch line lengths of the suburban case in Table 11 when the default operation 

settings B’ and L2WPMA with 12 monotonic sections are applied and the same 𝑎CUD 

values of CUD measurements of Tables 1, 3 and 7 are assumed. Also, the best RMSD 

value between the approximated original and symmetrical OV LV topologies and the 
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respective OV LV BPL suburban topology are presented per 𝑎CUD value. Table 12 is 

similar to Table 11 but for the rural case when the default operation settings B’ and 

L2WPMA of 5 monotonic sections are applied. 

 

 
Table 11 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Suburban Case, Default 

Operation Settings B’ and L2WPMA of 12 Monotonic Sections for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD 

Measurements (the symmetrical approximations are reported in blue font color and the suburban case is 

included in the TIM OV LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Suburban Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿3 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 𝐿b2 0] 

[500m 400m 100m 0m] 

[50m 10m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 𝐿3,NNIM−LLA 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿b2,NNIM−LLA 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

+L2WPMA 

(12 

monotonic 

sections) 

0 [188.04m 771.39m 40.57m 0m] 

[150.63m 128.97m 0m] 

193.86m 

1 [36]5.07m 71.50m 213.43m 0m] 

[149.51m 142.19m 0m] 

166.65m 

2 [752.06m 36.74m 211.20m 0m] 

[157.03m 145.04m 0m] 

184.22m 

3 [214.46m 743.14m 42.40m 0m] 

[172.75m 149.09m 0m] 

184.01m 

4 [700.94m 76.41m 222.65m 0m] 

[139.91m 151.19m 0m] 

163.95m 

5 [213.49m 740.01m 46.51m 0m] 

[143.54m 147.21m 0m] 

180.53m 

6 [181.03m 782.64m 36.23m 0m] 

[154.65m 145.29m 0m] 

200.53m 

7 [213.55m 745.46m 40.99m 0m] 

[166.60m 122.28m 0m] 

181.69m 

8 [224.62m 722.36m 53.03m 0m] 

[167.81m 113.32m 0m] 

171.76m 

9 [36]5.06m 74.02m 210.93m 0m] 

[141.77m 148.54m 0m] 

165.80m 

10 [233.92m 704.59m 61.48m 0m] 

[169.93m 145.51m 0m] 

168.10m 

11 [36]0.63m 80.57m 208.80m 0m] 

[146.69m 147.52m 0m] 

163.23m 

12 [223.02m 723.78m 53.21m 0m] 

[173.72m 141.00m 0m] 

175.75m 

13 [223.15m 736.73m 40.11m 0m] 

[173.50m 127.07m 0m] 

178.32m 

14 [690.93m 115.86m 193.21m 0m] 

[139.01m 142.52m 0m] 

147.05m 

15 [36]4.54m 78.36m 207.10m 0m] 

[145.28m 154.86m 0m] 

165.19m 

16 [212.69m 738.15m 49.17m 0m] 

[166.44m 118.70m 0m] 

179.22m 
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17 [213.24m 728.84m 57.92m 0m] 

[162.19m 146.09m 0m] 

178.58m 

18 [222.91m 722.87m 54.23m 0m] 

[161.27m 152.80m 0m] 

175.62m 

19 [734.82m 40.68m 224.50m 0m] 

[164.86m 148.24m 0m] 

182.07m 

20 [707.92m 97.29m 194.79m 0m] 

[152.97m 147.45m 0m] 

157.36m 

 

 
Table 12 

Distribution and Branch Line Length Approximations of NNIM-LLA for the Rural Case, Default Operation 

Settings B’ and L2WPMA of 5 Monotonic Sections for Different 𝑎CUD Values of CUD Measurements (the 

symmetrical approximations are reported in blue font color and the rural case is included in the TIM OV 

LV BPL topology database) 

Indicative OV LV BPL Topologies of Table 1 of [1] Rural Case RMSD Notes 

Distribution Line Length L =[𝐿1 𝐿2 0 0] 
Branch Line Length Lb =[𝐿b1 0 0] 

[600m 400m 0m 0m] 

[300m 0m 0m] 

- - 

NNIM-LLA 

Approximated Distribution Line Length 

𝐋NNIM−LLA =
[𝐿1,NNIM−LLA 𝐿2,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
Approximated Branch Line Length 

𝐋b,NNIM−LLA = [𝐿b1,NNIM−LLA 0 0] 
 

𝒂𝐂𝐔𝐃 of CUD 

Measurements 

(dB) 

  Default 

Operation 

Settings B’ 

+ 

1 hidden 

layer 

+L2WPMA 

(5 

monotonic 

sections) 

0 [726.69m 283.12m 0m 0m] 

[178.69m 0m 0m] 

79.67m 

1 [725.80m 274.20m 0m 0m] 

[151.94m 0m 0m] 

87.48m 

2 [501.71m 497.64m 0m 0m] 

[181.40m 0m 0m] 

68.93m 

3 [779.14m 238.37m 0m 0m] 

[66.48m 0m 0m] 

126.91m 

4 [538.48m 210.80m 0m 0m] 

[135.55m 0m 0m] 

97.56m 

5 [811.12m 177.45m 0m 0m] 

[27].65m 0m 0m] 

145.22m 

6 [699.43m 270.02m 0m 0m] 

[189.01m 0m 0m] 

74.74m 

7 [801.41m 199.45m 0m 0m] 

[187.32m 0m 0m] 

155.56m 

8 [823.41m 763.60m 0m 0m] 

[254.69m 0m 0m] 

162.21m 

9 [794.92m 272.25m 0m 0m] 

[171.80m 0m 0m] 

100.53m 

10 [762.50m 237.50m 0m 0m] 

[150m 0m 0m] 

103.73m 

11 [732.72m 269.18m 0m 0m] 

[32.17m 0m 0m] 

123.32m 

12 [780.04m 220.83m 0m 0m] 

[143.68m 0m 0m] 

112.73m 

13 [575.14m 559.29m 0m 0m] 

[76.26m 0m 0m] 

104.23m 

14 [836.89m 124.36m 0m 0m] 

[301.10m 0m 0m] 

137.37m 
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15 [773.05m 223.89m 0m 0m] 

[7.56m 0m 0m] 

144.66m 

16 [425.06m 375.05m 0m 0m] 

[268.79m 0m 0m] 

67.83m 

17 [704.19m 295.81m 0m 0m] 

[86.19m 0m 0m] 

98.15m 

18 [656.53m 309.71m 0m 0m] 

[102.55m 0m 0m] 

84.80m 

19 [728.78m 271.18m 0m 0m] 

[4.14m 0m 0m] 

131.32m 

20 [36]2.50m 287.50m 0m 0m] 

[150m 0m 0m] 

82.65m 

 

From Tables 11 and 12, it can be generalized that the application of piecewise 

monotonic data approximations may allow better mitigation performance of the 

measurement differences in comparison with the performance of only applying default 

operation settings B’ but this performance cannot surpass the one of only applying more 

elaborate default operation settings, such as default operation settings C’. Known the 

number of monotonic sections, which remains a challenge anyway, the main advantage of 

deploying piecewise monotonic data approximations against measurement differences is 

their light total duration time aggravation; the total duration time for preparing both 

Tables 11 and 12 is equal to 1,423s for L2WPMA and default operation settings B’ that is 

almost equal to the duration time of applying L1PMA and default operation settings B’ 

but it is again significantly lower than 10,048s of preparing the respective Tables 3 and 4 

when the default operation settings C’ are adopted. 

 

 

3.3 Piecewise Monotonic Data Approximations against Measurement Differences 
in a NN Environment - Discussion 

 To graphically validate the mitigation performance of the application of L1PMA 

against the CUD measurement differences when various aCUD values are applied, which 

has been reported in Tables 5-12, the best RMSD values of the NNIM-LLA 

approximations for the suburban case are plotted in Fig. 1(a) with respect to the aCUD of 

the applied CUD measurements when the default operation settings B’, the default 

operation settings C’ and the combined operation of L1PMA of 10 monotonic sections 

with the default operation settings B’ are applied. In Fig. 1(a), Tables 1, 3 and 7 are 

exploited for curving the plots of the default operation settings B’, the default operation 

settings C’ and the combined application of L1PMA with the default operation settings 

B’, respectively, when one hidden layer is applied. In Fig. 1(b), the same plot with Fig. 

1(a) is given but for the rural case by exploiting Tables 2, 4 and 8 for the application of 

the default operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and the combined 

operation of L1PMA of 6 monotonic sections with the default operation settings B’, 

respectively. As the application of L2WPMA against the CUD measurement differences 

is concerned, the best RMSD values of the NNIM-LLA approximations for the suburban 

case are plotted in Fig. 2(a) with respect to the aCUD of the applied CUD measurements 

when the default operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and the combined 

operation of L2WPMA of 12 monotonic sections with the default operation settings B’ 

are applied. In Fig. 2(a), Tables 1, 3 and 11 are exploited for curving the plots of the 
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default operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and the combined 

application of L2WPMA with the default operation settings B’, respectively, when one 

hidden layer is applied. In Fig. 2(b), the same plot with Fig. 2(a) is given but for the rural 

case by exploiting Tables 2, 4 and 12 for the application of the default operation settings 

B’, the default operation settings C’ and the combined operation of L2WPMA of 5 

monotonic sections with the default operation settings B’, respectively. 

 In Figs. 1 and 2, the mitigation performance of the default operation settings B’, 

the default operation settings C’ and the combined operation of L1PMA with the default 

operation settings B’ is graphically synopsized. Concluding this companion paper and 

with reference to Figs. 1 and 2, the following remarks are pointed out: 

 The maximum RMSD difference between the best values has been applied as the 

criterion or the main mitigation performance metric against the CUD 

measurement differences of various aCUD values for assessing the default 

operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and the combined 

operation of L1PMA / L2WPMA with the default operation settings B’. This 

performance metric has been chosen so as to focus on the stability of the NNIM-

LLA approximations thus bypassing the high number of executions [1]. Figs. 1 

and 2 validate that the combined operation of L1PMA / L2WPMA with the 

default operation settings B’ achieves more stable NNIM-LLA approximations in 

comparison with the ones of simply applying the default operation settings B’ 

with small total duration time increase. However, the selection of the appropriate 

number of monotonic sections in both piecewise monotonic data approximation 

methods remains a challenging issue for the different BPL topologies and BPL 

topology classes. Conversely, Figs. 1 and 2 also verify that the combined 

operation of L1PMA / L2WPMA with the default operation settings B’ achieves 

less stable NNIM-LLA approximations in comparison with the ones of simply 

applying the default operation settings C’. Apart from the better maximum RMSD 

differences between the best values achieved, the default operation settings C’ 

allow better mean RMSDs for the NNIM-LLA approximations but significantly 

higher total duration times when different segments of the TIM OV LV BPL 

topology database are required to be prepared in each case. 

 Already been identified, other mitigation performance metrics against the CUD 

measurement differences of various aCUD values that should be taken into account 

during the assessment of various methodologies are the mean RMSD and the total 

duration time. In fact, the main mitigation performance metric against the CUD 

measurement differences of various aCUD values could be the mean RMSD when 

the accuracy of NNIM-LLA approximations is of interest rather than the NNIM-

LLA approximation stability of this companion paper. Anyway, a fair 

compromise of all the aforementioned mitigation performance metrics is 

promoted during the assessment in the future works. 
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Figure 1.  Best RMSD values of NNIM-LLA approximations with respect to aCUD of the applied 

CUD measurements when the default operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and 
the combined operation of the default operation settings B’ with L1PMA are applied and one 
hidden layer is assumed. (a) Suburban case -10 monotonic sections for L1PMA-. (b) Rural case -
6 monotonic sections for L1PMA-. 
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Figure 2.  Best RMSD values of NNIM-LLA approximations with respect to aCUD of the applied 

CUD measurements when the default operation settings B’, the default operation settings C’ and 
the combined operation of the default operation settings B’ with L2WPMA are applied and one 
hidden layer is assumed. (a) Suburban case -12 monotonic sections for L2WPMA-. (b) Rural 
case -5 monotonic sections for L2WPMA-. 
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 The main constraint of successfully applying piecewise monotonic data 

approximations, such as L1PMA or L2WPMA of this companion paper, against 

measurement differences during the operation of NN methodologies is the right 

selection of monotonic sections. Already been identified in [25], [26], [28], [36], 

[37], [40], [43], the higher complexity of the examined BPL topologies 

concerning the number and the length of the branches requires higher number of 

monotonic sections by the piecewise monotonic data approximations due to the 

occurred number and depth of notches across the coupling scheme transfer 

function theoretical numerical results from DHM that are further contaminated 

with the measurement differences. Although the aforementioned correlation 

between the complexity of BPL topology classes and the number of monotonic 

sections still occurs during the combined operation of DHM, PMDAM and 

NNIM-LLA of this companion, further study and investigation are required 

towards the use of the adaptive number of monotonic sections, which has been 

proposed in [25], [27]. 

 Piecewise monotonic data approximation methods, such as L1PMA and 

L2WPMA, have theoretically been presented and experimentally verified in  

[28]-[31], [44]-[46]. Until now, when piecewise monotonic data approximation 

methods have been applied as the output module they have successfully mitigated 

the measurement differences in transmission and distribution BPL networks. In 

this companion paper, piecewise monotonic data approximation methods, which 

are contained in the PMDAM module, are located prior to the NNIM-LLA 

module and feed the latter module with the approximated coupling scheme 

channel transfer function results. However, the applied representative sets of the 

TIM OV LV BPL topology database, the assumed default operation settings and 

the operation specifications of the MATLAB NN program of [38], [39] mainly 

affect the NNIM-LLA approximation performance thus limiting the PMDAM 

performance improvement. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

 In this companion paper, the mitigation role of the piecewise monotonic data 

approximation methods against CUD measurement differences of various αCUD values 

has been assessed when NNIM-LLA approximations are expected for OV LV BPL 

topologies. In fact, PMDAM module, which contains L1PMA and L2WPMA that are the 

piecewise monotonic data approximations of interest in this companion paper, acts as the 

intermediate module after the DHM module and before the NNIM-LLA module. In 

accordance with the existing literature of piecewise monotonic data approximation 

methods, the crucial issue of the right selection of the number of monotonic sections of 

L1PMA and L2WPMA has been recognized while the correlation of the number of 

monotonic sections with the complexity of the examined OV LV BPL topology classes 

has also been revealed in this companion paper. It has been shown that the right selection 

of the applied number of monotonic sections in L1PMA and L2WPMA may improve 

either the stability of NNIM-LLA approximations through the improvement of the 

maximum RMSD difference between the best values or the overall performance of 

NNIM-LLA approximations through the improvement of the mean RMSD. At the same 

time, the total duration time of NNIM-LLA operation is not significantly affected by the 
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operation of PMDAM. However, it has been verified that the default operation settings, 

which affect the preparation of the TIM OV LV BPL topology database and the NNIM-

LLA operation, are the dominant factor of the NNIM-LLA approximation performance; 

say, the best tuning of L1PMA and L2WPMA can improve the NNIM-LLA 

approximation performance for given default operation settings but it cannot improve the 

NNIM-LLA approximation performance in comparison with the one of applying more 

elaborated default operation settings and this is due to: (i) the PMDAM position prior to 

the NNIM-LLA module; and (ii) the NN definition and operation inside the NNIM-LLA 

module. 
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